Dear Honorables chairs .. and members of the ct environmental committee . My name is Mike g
Papa . I am concerned about the proposal on the sb 342 alternative treatment septic system .......
As you all know there is population growth today in all north east , plus we are experiencing
extreme weather conditions !... On top of all this change .. we
also experience human intervention into God world witch it all come done to (quick FIX
solutions ) similar the one you are proposing today witch in our humble opinion do not perform
in a way to reduce pollution with supposed intended potential would be to mitigate sb no 341 ,
in addition of sb 342,plus even other sources of pollution witch you outline in SB 341 ,and
protect sb no 109 . ((Our modest opinion)) in this regard it is to work more in a state of the art
systems like the one i left as a sample to all chairs of the environment committee called WATER
PURIFICATION , it is in use today at Rodale institute PA . The system it is designed to do an
excellent job not a mediocre one like you are proposing . Dear representatives of the people .. I
feel we need to PRACTICE EXCELLENCE in nature ! Just to kick the can down the road will
be counter productive since nature as THE PERFECT UNIVERSE . ONLY DELIVER IF WE
LEARN TO PRACTICE EXCELLENCE . Only this way we are going to defend the integrity of
nature for the health of future generations of people . I strongly suggest to empower the
BUSINESS not just kids on sb no 345 . I support Sb no 7. And I am Strongly against sb 427 !!
We need to put time out on THE RAT RACE of just for the money business in our state and
learn how to put PEOPLE FIRST . I appreciate for all your generous effort , and all your
different ideas ! Even if I do not agree from time to time . I sincerely hope the TRUTH will
emerge soon or later . Sincerely. Mike g Papa.
Sent from my iPhone

